
Electronic Preset Counter tico 772
Now also available with backlight.
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TICO 772: OPENS UP VERSATILE POSSIBILITIES

The fact that the new tico 772 is suitable for a wide range of applications 
offers you more freedom in planning. Even more: Due to the 3 presets 
and the simple programming the tico 772 can easily be adjusted to new 
requirements or processes.

Typical applications are:

 Time controlling 
 Position indication 
 Rotation speed controlling
 Batch counting
 Cutting to length

TICO 772: SIMPLE TO HANDLE; EASY TO PROGRAM

To use this counter you don‘t have to be a graduat engineer and you
don‘t need a manual. This is especially important when more than one
employee uses the counter. To ensure this the counter comes with an
easy readable display (48x48 mm) with large digits (9,3 mm and 7,2 
mm) and with only 4 big keys with whom presets, prescaler and sepe-
rate totalizer are directly adressable. Even the time counter is adressa-
ble directly.

The installation is easy and comfortable due to pluggable terminals.

ORDER INFORMATION Display Relay 12-24 VDC

Transflective positive 1 0 772 201

Transflective positive 2 0 772 202

Transmissive negative 1 0 772 301

Transmissive negative 2 0 772 302

Transmissive red 1 0 772 401

Transmissive red 2 0 772 402

Transmissive green 1 0 772 501

Transmissive green 2 0 772 502

 Detailed technical data available seperately

TICO 772: BACKLIGHT INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE

The tico 772 is now available with 4 different backlight versions:

 Transflective positiv: black figures on back lighted ground
 Transmissive negativ: white figures on black ground
 Transmissive red: red figures on black ground
 Transmissive green: green figures on black ground

You have the possibility to adjust the intensity of the backlight by 
yourself direct at the counter. Therewith you can set the counter to 
intensity that fits optimal to your surrounding

Furthermore you can use the advantages of the tico 772

   Universally applicable as tachometer, timer
 shift-counter, batch-counter, …
   Simplified handling
   Separate preset adjustment

 (signal 1, trail preset, range or limit value) 
   Versatile and easy to program 
   Impressive, clearly readable display in 48x48 mm
   Input frequency up to 60 kHz
   Easy installation due to pluggable terminals
   3 Presets


